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About This Game

You wake up after a party in a mess and realizing that you need to get to work in an hour. You are also supposed to bring
something with you, but you forgot what it was. Wh 5d3b920ae0
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Hangover is a point and click adventure game where you try to get ready for work after a party. Story: As I already summed up
in the beginning, the story is basically you play as a random guy who after a party wakes up hangover and has to get ready for
work. That's about all there is for story, it's nothing much, there's nothing more than just the basic set up, it literally is just that.
Graphics: The art style at least for me is the only good bit about this game, even though it's not very good. Playing this game
reminded me of my childhood playing point and click flash games with very similar art styles. Hangover art style is very
simplistic and hand drawn, while it's not that special, I still liked it. Audio: Apart from one song you can play if you solve a
puzzle, the game is silent. The song itself is rather bland, but at least it's not complete silence. Gameplay: As stated Hangover is
a point and click adventure game, where you look for items to get to work. The game however is incredibly easy and takes no
time to complete. It takes less than 2 minutes to finish the entire thing since the puzzles take no time to complete and are too
easy, not to mention the game is incredibly short. Verdict: Hangover feels like a free flash game and that's why I can't
recommend buying it. It takes less than two minutes to finish the entire thing and honestly it's not worth the money. It's easy,
boring and well not worth the money when there's a sea of amazing absolutely free flash point and click games to play. Final
Rating: 2/10 Pros: + Art Style is not that bad Cons: - Short - Feels like a free flash game - Apart from one hidden song, the
game is completely silent If you liked this review please consider joining
https://steamcommunity.com/groups/completingthebacklog and https://steamcommunity.com/groups/ImperialReviews
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